Christian nationalists are endangering our secular democracy.

Religious zealots are prohibiting abortion care in much of the nation. Their goal is a national ban declaring fetal “personhood” at conception. They’re targeting LGBTQ youth. Book bans, hecklers’ vetoes and laws against teaching facts that don’t square with white Christian nationalism are endangering public education. The extremely conservative majority on the Supreme Court is privileging discrimination in the name of “sincerely held religious beliefs.” Voucher schemes are defunding public schools — the symbol of our democracy. Oklahoma’s attorney general calls the newly approved Catholic charter school there — the first fully public-funded religious school in the nation — “a stake in the heart of religious liberty.”

DEMOCRACY NEEDS YOU AND SO DOES FFRF

Surveys show that the “Nones” (the 29 percent of adult Americans with no religious affiliation) are the sector most committed to secular values and personal liberty. There are more atheists, agnostics or “nothing in particular” than any one religious sect, including white evangelicals most apt to embrace Christian nationalism. By joining together to stand up for human rights, we secular Americans can reclaim our Divided States of America for E Pluribus Unum.

Help FFRF defeat the Big Lie that the United States is a “Christian nation.” Protect the constitutional principle of separation between religion and government that shields our democracy and safeguards nearly every cherished liberty.

Because there’s nobody to save us, but ourselves.

JOIN the FREEDOM FROM RELIGION FOUNDATION

The nation’s largest association of freethinkers (atheists and agnostics) working to keep religion out of government

ffrf.us/nyt 1.800.335.4021

Or ask for information, including a sample of our newspaper, Freethought Today

FOUNDED IN 1978 as a 501(c)(3) educational nonprofit, FFRF has 40,000 members and works to educate the public about nontheism and to defend the constitutional principle of separation between state and church. Our team of constitutional attorneys have remedied thousands of state/church violations. Your membership supports FFRF’s ongoing litigation, “Educate Congress” campaign, student scholarships and other educational efforts.

Help FFRF defeat the Big Lie that the United States is a “Christian nation.” Protect the constitutional principle of separation between religion and government that shields our democracy and safeguards nearly every cherished liberty.

Freedom depends on freethinkers.